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Cast members of ICODA’s Blackbox
Theater’s "Wizard of Oz," coming up in
December, perform at the ICODA Awards
Benefit: (Left to right) Lauren Holtz, Caitlin
Sesko, Madeline McKelvey and
Scarecrow is Lauren Putz.photo:PHOTOS
SUBMITTED.

Northbrook resident Dr. Patricia Scherer,
president and founder of the International
Center for Deafness and the Arts, speaks
at the ICODA Awards Benefit on Oct. 19 at
Monastero’s Ristorante and Banquets in
Chicago. photo:PHOTOS SUBMITTED.
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Northbrook-based ICODA gave Marlee Matlin her start

by Danielle Perlin

October 30, 2013

American actress Marlee Matlin is the only deaf performer to have won the
Academy Award for Best Actress in a leading role. 

She began performing at a young age with the Center on Deafness, now the
International Center for Deafness and the Arts, 614 Anthony Trail, Northbrook. 

At 7 years old, Matlin played Dorothy in the "Wizard of Oz," which was the Center
on Deafness' first musical theatre performance in 1974. 

"When [Matlin] won the Academy Award in 1987, she came back here … and
we did a big press conference," said Dr. Patricia Scherer, president and
founder of ICODA.

Scherer added that Henry Winkler saw Matlin perform at age 12 and offered a
helping hand to Matlin when she pursued an acting career at age 19. 

"That put [ICODA] on the map … we were in newspapers in Europe and the
United States," she said. 

The ICODA offices, which has halls full of international, award-winning
drawings, educates and creates public awareness for deaf and hard-of-
hearing children and adults. 

Scherer, a Northbrook resident, began her college education as a music major
at Northwestern University.

"I had a major love of music … I was trying to figure out how to adapt music for
deaf children because I felt it would be helpful and that they would get
pleasure, even though they couldn't hear," Scherer said.

ICODA is comprised of kids who are deaf and as well as kids who are not deaf.

"Oftentimes, siblings, even best friends, [participate]. So it gives a way for the
family to be together," said Scherer, explaining that deaf children can learn
songs through the vibration of music, sometimes even sitting on the speakers
to learn a brand-new song. "Frequently, a disability separates out a child from
being a full-fledged member of the family."

In 1980, the Center on Deafness decided to separate its mental health section
from ICODA, and a sister organization, the Mental Health and Deafness
Resources Inc., was created. The corporation serves deaf and hard-of-hearing
children who have an emotional or behavioral disorder. Interventions based on music, dance and art are also used with
them. 

Now the organization has three group homes in Northbrook for children and two in Bloomington, Ill. — one for adults and
one for kids.

About four years ago, ICODA began a new project; it partnered with a clinical neuroscientist, Dr. Lukasz Konopka, to study
the developing brain in order to understand how music and art can modify brain circuitry that translates into modified
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behavior.

Scherer is in the midst of writing a book, "The Left Out Kids," and came across neuroscience research on kids with
cochlear implants — a surgically implanted electronic device that provides a sense of sound to a person who is profoundly
deaf — and music. The book provides the story of the decline of education in America and its impact on children with
disabilities.

Scherer has viewed classrooms and watched as deaf children were grouped into multi-disabled classrooms, where
teachers did not know how to sign. Scherer believes "a child that's bright and talented … and a child that's got a problem
… need to get that encouragement."

About six years ago, Scherer, who ran a diagnostic clinic at Northwestern University for seven years, said Northwestern
showed her brain scans of babies who were born deaf and then received cochlear implants. Brain scans of those same
babies were taken three years later, and the scans looked like the brain of a hearing child. 

Northwestern suggested that Scherer survey deaf adults who went through ICODA for at least three years and had
completed school. Results indicated 89 percent held a four-year university degree, and about 45 percent had either a
master's degree or a doctorate degree. 

"We have a common passion," said Konopka, who works at Yellowbrick in Evanston, an addiction and trauma treatment
center. "Music and theatre are helping [these kids] gain self-awareness abilities to interact with environment. The idea is to
actually develop practical education programs in neuroscience that will provide neuroscience-based education to teachers
who teach these kids and to parents to show that, in fact, arts — such as performing arts — are essential for brain
development, not just for deaf kids."


